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THE PAST AND FUTURE POPULATION OF THE WORLD AND ITS CONTINENTS

United Nations Population Division

Population statistics adequate for a detailed review of world population growth

have not existed long enough to permit a search -- however interesting that might

be -- into the remote past. For recent decades, statistics are sufficient for a

general comparison of rates of population growth in various parts of the world, but

for some major areas even the current size and rate of increase of the population is

not accurately known. Speculations about future population are possible only on the

basis of assumptions which, while perhaps plausible in the light of available know-

ledge, can only be of limited validity.

Despite only fragmentary knowledge of the remote past, various gaps in informa-

tion about the current situation, and uncertainty of the future, there is no doubt

that world population has grown enormously in modern times and it is highly probable

that it will continue to do so for a considerable time in the future. It has often

been feared that the means of subsistence cannot be found for mankind's increasing

numbers. The facts have proven that larger and larger numbers of human beings have

nevertheless secured a livelihood on this planet and that, at least for a large

segment of mankind, living conditions have greatly improved at the same time. Though

it may now be difficult to imagine that very much larger numbers will inhabit the earth

in the future, it cannot be proved that this is impossible. Without doubt, the increase

of populations has raised severe problems and will raise new problems in the future.

The nature of these problems will, moreover, differ greatly from region to regicn.

1. World population during thepast 300 years 

Despite the dubious nature of the historical evidence, the careful estimates made

by scholars for recent centuries provide an interesting starting point for a discussion

of past population trends and their probable implications for the future. The figures

presented in Table I, for the years 1650 to 1900, are based on the research of
Walter Willcox and modified only by subsidiary estimates with respect to the Asiatic

Willcox, Walter F., Studies in American Demography, Ithaca, N.Y. (U.S.A.), 1940
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part of the U.S.S.R. 2/. Estimates for 1950 have been prepared by the United Nations

Population Division, on the basis of official estimates for various countries, with

additions and corrections as needed.

TABLE I. ESTIMATES OF WORLD POPULATION BY CONTINENTAL DIVISIONS, 1650-1950

Continent	 Estimated population (millions)

	

1650	 1750	 1850	 1900	 1950

World total	 470	 694	 1,094	 1,550	 2,454 

Africa	 100	 100	 100	 120	 198

America	 8	 11	 59	 144	 330

Northern America of	 (1)	 (1)	 (26)	 (81)	 (168)
Latin America 	 (7)	 (10)	 (33)	 (63)	 (162)

Asia 2/	 257	 437	 656	 857	 1,320

Europe 14/	 103	 1114	 274	 423	 593

Oceania	 2	 2	 2	 6	 13

a/ i.e. America North of Mexico
12/ i.e. America South of the United States
2/ excluding the Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R.
1/ including the Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R.

These estimates indicate a rapid multiplication of the world's inhabitants, the

total for 1950 being more than five times that of 1650. The growth of world populAtion,

moreover, has been accelerating: humanity more than doubled in the 200 years from 1650

to 1850; the same relative increase occurred again in only 100 years from 1850 to 1950.

Increase from 1900 to 1950 was also more rapid than the growth of the preceding half-

century.

In the perspective of the thousands of centuries of man's previous existence on

earth, the modern era must appear as one of unusually prolonged and unusually rapid

growth. In earlier epochs, there probably were also periods of growth, alternating

with periods of stagnation or even decline, but it is highly improbable that there has

ever been an era of sustained world-wide growth such as that of the past 300 years, or

a period of such rapid growth as occurred during the past 50 years.	 For, had mankind's

1/ Based mainly on Volkhov, Dinamika naseleniya SSSR, Moscow, 1930.



numbers been continuously increasing as rapidly as they did from 1900 to 1950, the

whole present world population could have descended from one human couple in only 24

centuries. Nevertheless, it is known that human beings have peopled the earth for

thousands of centuries before recorded history began.



Population
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CHART I. ESTIMATES OF POPULATION OF THE WORLD AND CONTINENTS, 1650-1950
(logarithmic scale)
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The trends of growth have not been the same in all parts of the world. Chart I,

based on the figures shown in Table I, has been drawn on a logarithmic scale so that

equal slopes of the lines represent equal relative rates of increase. It will be noted

that the population of Asia has probably grown most steadily though never at a very

rapid rate. The population of Europe grew most rapidly in the latter half of the

nineteenth century, but somewhat less rapidly in more recent times. Whether the

population of Africa before 1850 was increasing or not cannot now be known, but it is

most probable that substantial growth has begun only in recent times. The growth of the

combined population of the Americas during the past 200 years has been prodigious but

whereas Northern American population grew most rapidly between 1750 and 1900, its rate

of growth has more recently been surpassed by that of Latin America. Rapid population

growth in Oceania began relatively recently with the arrival of European settlers in

Australia and New Zealand; the trends in the more remote past are, however, unknown.

Immigration has made a major contribution to population growth in Northern America

and Oceania whose earlier populations were scant. Since the populations of these

continents have now attained more considerable sizes, the relative importance of immi_

gration has declined. Migration can still be an important factor of growth in certain

areas for brief periods of time (e.g. immigration to Australia in recent years has been

considerable), but the current and future growth of most major regions of the world are

now predominantly determined by the balance of births and deaths.

Birth and death statistics unfortunately do not exist for am- considerable histor-

ical period except for a few countries of Northern and Western Europe and, for shorter

periods, the remainder of Europe, Northern America, parts of Latin America, Japan and

Oceania. Although we lack the detailed statistics to substantiate this view, there is

general agreement that the acceleration of world population growth, in the modern era,

is the result of a fall in death rates and not of a rise in birth rates.

2. Population changes during the past 30 years 

Population estimates, for all countries of the world within their present boundaries,
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for the years 1920, 1930, 1940, and 1950, have been compiled by the Population

Division of the United Nations with additions and corrections wherever needed. The

resulting totals for continents are shown in Table II. It should be noted that many

of these estimates are subject to various errors and that even the resulting conti-

nental totals are not entirely trustworthy. In particular, it is not possible now to

make any firm estimate for that fifth of mankind which inhabits the Chinese mainland

Therefore, it has been possible only to estimate the 1950 population of the Chinese

mainland at the rounded figure of 500 million. Earlier estimates for the population of

China were derived by assuming, in agreement with the findings of several students of

Chinese population, that the rate of increase was 0.5 per cent per annum. It is

obvious that these estimates for China may contain very large errors.

TABLE II.	 ESTIMATES OF POPULATION OF CONTINENTS, 1920-1950 R/

Continent 1920 1930 1940 1950

World 1,830 2,012 2,235 2,454

Africa 139 154 172 198

America 207 244 277 330

Northern America (117) (135) (146) (168)
Latin America 2/ (90) (109) (131) (162)

Asia cid/ 990 1,080 1,199 1,320

Europe 2/ 486 531 576 593

Oceania 8.8 10.4 11.3 13.0

2/ Estimates for Asia and world totals may err considerably because of inaccurate
knowledge of the population of China.

12/ i.e. America North of Mexico.
2/ i.e. America South of the United States.
I/ including the Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R.
2/ including the Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R.

1/ The latest official estimate, supplied by the Nationalist Government of China for
the year 1948, gave the population of the country as 463 million; this estimate was
admittedly not up-to-date for various parts of the country. On the other hand, it
has been officially reported that the population count taken in 1953 by the Communist
authorities on the mainland resulted in a total which "greatly exceeds" all figures
used previously (prior to the count of 1953, the Communist authorities usually
quoted an earlier figure of 475 million).
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By comparing the figures in Table II for successive ten-year intervals, we can

estimate the decennial population increases for each continent. These increases,

together with the average annual rates of increase, are shown in Table III. From

these figures, acceleration of population growth can be noted in the cases of

TABLE III. ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE INCREASES OF POPULATION OF CONTINENTS 11/

Continent 
	

Population increase	 Average annual rate of increase
(millions)	 (per cent)

1920-30 1930-40 1940-50 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50

World	 189 216  1.0 1.0 0.9

Africa	 15 18 26 1.0 1.1 1.4

America	 37 33 53 1.7 1.3 1.8

Northern Americal418) (11) (22) (1.4) (0.8) (1.4)
Latin America 2/ (19) (22) (31) (1.9) (1.9) (2.1)

Asia 2/	 90 119 121 0.9 1.1 1.0

Europe 2/	 45 45 17 0.9 0.8 0.3

Oceania	 1.6 0.9 1.7 1.7 0.8 1.4

a/ On the assumption that the population of China increased, in every decade, at
the rate of 0.5 per cent per annum. Estimated absolute and relative increases
for Asia and the world total may consequently be in error.

h/ i.e.America North of Mexico.
2/ i.e. America South of the United States.
1/ excluding the Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R.
a/ including the Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R.

Africa and Latin America. The population of Asia would probably also have grown at

an increasing pace had it not been for great hardships suffered in the areas under

temporary Japanese occupation, and other set-backs connected with post-war re-

adjustments, in the 1940-1950 period. In Northern America and Oceania, the increase

of population has fluctuated, being relatively large in the 1920's and 1940's, but

small in the 1930's: the economic depression which characterized this latter period

resulted at the same time in unusually low birth rates and a cessation of immigration,

whereas in other periods of relative prosperity the opposite tendencies can be

observed. Falling or low birth rates also reduced the rates of population growth in
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Europe (including the Soviet Union) in the 1930 1 s; the small numerical increase for

the 1940 1 8 1 however, is due in large measure to heavy loss of lives caused by

World War II.

In the three decades, from 1920 to 1950, world population grew apparently at an

almost constant rate of very nearly 1 per cent per annum. It is rather surprising

that this rate was nearly the same for all three decades, from 1920 to 1950. The

economic depression of 1930 and subsequent years slowed down considerably the growth

of perhaps one-fourth of mankind where birth rates fell to abnormally low levels.

Military and civilian losses as well as birth deficits associated with World War II

affected large areas of East and Southeast Asia, the Soviet Union and various parts of

Europe. If, despite these disturbances, world population continued to increase at

more or less the same rate then, in the absence of those intervening factors, world

population growth would probably have accelerated, and would have appreciably exceeded

1 per cent per annum in the most recent decade. Therefore, despite temporary setbacks,

it appears that the epoch of accelerating world population growth, which can be traced

back for 300 years, has not yet reached its climax.

3. The current situation

Many students of world population have distinguished three broad types of

demographic situations by which the various regions of the world can be characterized,

namely: a) regions of high mortality and fertility, b) regions of declining mortality

and high or declining fertility, and c) regions of low mortality and fertility . In

a more recent United Nations study 2/ , however, it was found convenient, for the

1/ See, e.g., United Nations, The determinants and consequences of population trends,
New York, 1954, Chapter IX, "Future Population Trends". These three demographic
types were also distinguished in an article prepared by the United Nations
Population Division on "The past and future growth of world population..."
Population Bulletin, no. 1, December 1951, New York.

2/ United Nations. Population Division. Framework for future population estimates,
1950-1980, by world regions (mimeographed document), New York, 1954.
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purpose of evaluating potentialities of future population growth, to further sub-

divide types a) and b) above and hence to distinguish five types of demographic

situations. These five types are defined by the following characteristics:

1) High birth rates and high death rates, 2) High birth rates and declining (though

still rather high) death rates, 3) High birth rates and fairly low death rates,

4) Declining birth rates and fairly low death rates, and 5) Low or fluctuating birth

rates and low death rates. In this study, the world was divided into 25 regions, 24

of which were identified with one of the five types.

Type 1, high birth rates and high death rates, was found to apply to the middle

part of Africa, this being the only major region in the world for which there is still

no evidence of a tendency towards a systematic decline of death rates. The statistics

of this region are not very trustworthy. The current rate of population growth was

estimated as approximately 1 per cent per annum.

Several regions were found to conform to Type 2, having high birth rates and

declining (though still rather high) death rates. These regions were: Northern Africa,

Southwest Asia, Central South Asia, and Southeast Asia (Mainland and Islands). Rates

of population growth, for the 1940-1950 period, in these areas varied from 1.25 per cent

per annum (Central South Asia) to 1.60 per cent per annum (Mainland Southeast Asia). In

the absence of reliable statistics for Indonesia, the current growth rate for the

Southeast Asian Islands was estimated at 1.50 per cent per annum.

Mainland East Asia was also regarded as a region essentially belonging to Type 2,

but no firm estimate of its current rate of growth could be made. In the past, the

population of China was believed to be increasing at a rate of approximately 0.5 per

cent per annum. Views about current conditions on the Chinese mainland differ widely,

some believing that they are favourable to population growth and others believing that

they are not. Hence, any rate of increase between zero and one per cent per annum was

considered possible for this region.

Populations of Type 3 were found in Southern Africa, the Central American Mainland,
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the Antilles, and Tropical South America. In all of these areas, birth rates are high

and death rates fairly low, with consequently very rapid population growth. Current

growth rates for Southern Africa and Central America were found, according to statis-

tics, to equal 2.15 and 2.87 per cent per annum, respectively. In the Antilles and

Tropical South America, where vital statistics are less adequate, growth rates were

estimated from the 1940-1950 period and found to be 1.82 and 2.23 per cent per annum.

Populations with declining birth rates and fairly low death rates, as defined by

Type 4, were found in Temperate South America, Japan, the Balkan peninsula, and the

Soviet Union. The current growth rate for Temperate South America, 2.37 per cent per

annum, was considered abnormally high owing to large numbers of recent immigrants; the

rate observed for the 1940-1950 period, which was 1.76 per cent, was regarded as a

better estimate of increase under ordinary conditions. Current growth rates, according

to available statistics, were found to be 1.80 per cent per annum for Japan, and 1.25

for the Balkan peninsula. For the Soviet Union, an estimated rate of 1.5 per cent was

used.

Populations of Type 5, with low or fluctuating birthrates and low death rates,

were found in Northern America, all parts of Europe except the Balkan peninsula and the

Soviet Union, and in Australia and New Zealand. Current growth rates for Northern

America, Australia and New Zealand were found abnormally high because of unusually high

birth rates and unusually large numbers of immigrants; it was estimated that under

ordinary conditions the populations of these two areas would increase at the rates

observed during the 1940-1950 period, which were 1.39 and 1.52 per cent per annum, re-

spectively. East-Central Europe, with an estimated rate of 1.31 per cent per annum, wa

found to be another area of Type 5 where current growth is relatively rapid. In the

remaining parts of Europe, current rates of growth were less than 1 per cent per annum,

the lowest being that of the British Isles, with 0.50 per cent per annum.

The only region of the world which could not be assigned to any one of the five

types is that of the Pacific island territories (other than Australia and New Zealand).

1

:
1
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The current rate of population growth for this heterogeneous group of areas was

estimated as approximately 1 per cent per annum.

By combining the various estimated growth rates representing "normal" current

conditions, "normal" current rates of population growth, by continent, may be estimated

as follows:

Africa 	  1.2 per cent per annum

America 	  1.8 per cent per annum

Northern America (1.4)
Latin America	 (2.2)

Asia si 	  1.0 per cent per annum

Europe 12/ 	  1.1 per cent per annum

Oceania 	  1.4 per cent per annum

World c/ 	  1.2 per cent per annum

a/ Excluding Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R. Assuming a current rate of growth of 0.5
per cent per annum for the population of China.

12/ Including Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R.
Assuming a current rate of growth of 0.5 per cent per annum for China.

These rates are identical with the 1940-1950 rates shown in Table III in the cases

of Northern America, Asia (assuming the population of China to grow at 0.5 per cent per

annum), and Oceania. A lower rate was obtained in the case of Africa only because a

different method of estimating was used, many of the estimates referring to the middle

part of Africa being subject to considerable errors. For Latin America, a further

recent acceleration of population growth is noted, as compared with that observed for

1940-1950. The current rate of population growth in Europe (including the Soviet Union)

is still appreciable, though it had been very small in the period comprising World War

II. Assuming a rate of 0.5 per cent for the population of China, and "normal" condi-

tions in all other parts of the world, the current rate of world population growth should

be of the order of 1.2 per cent per annum. This estimate may, however, have to be re-

vised if it becomes known that the population of China is growing at a different rate.
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4. Future population of the world and its continents 

In the recent United Nations study referred to ,1/ separate assumptions,

believed to be plausible, have been made concerning possible future changes in rates

of growth for populations of each of the five demographic types. In general, it was

assumed that the growth rates of populations under a given demographic type will

change in the direction of the current average growth rate of the subsequent type.

Because it cannot be foreseen how rapidly some of these changes will occur, three

alternative assumptions were made in each instance, representing "high", "medium", and

"low" expectations, respectively. Barring such disastrous events, such as wars or

major break-downs in social organization, it is believed improbable that future popu-

lation will either exceed the "high", or fall short of the "low", expectation. Future

population will probably fall somewhere within the range of these extreme estimates.

Detailed results of these various computations, for five-year intervals from 1950

to 1980, are presented in that study, including also some rather tentative estimates of

future population for all countries of the world. The totals obtained for continents

are summarized in Table IV below.

TABLE IV.

Continent

ESTIMATES OF POPULATION OF CONTINENTS FOR 1950 AND FOR 1980, ACCORDING TO
"HIGH", "MEDIUM", AND "LOW" EXPECTATIONS.

Estimated population (millions) 

1950 1980
"High"	 "Medium" "Low"

World 2,454 3,990 3,628 3,295

Africa 198 327 289 255

America 330 577 535 487

Northern America a/ (168) (240) (223) (207)
Latin America W (162) (337) (312) (280)

1/ United Nations. Population Division. Framework for future population estimates,
1950-1980, by world regions (mimeographed document , New York, 1954.
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Continent Estimated population (millions)

1950 1980
"High" wMedium" "Low"

Asia 2/ 1,320 2,227 2,011 1,816

I Europe / 593 840 776 721

11, Oceania 13.0 19.2 17.5 16.1

2/ i.e. America North of Mexico
12/ i.e. America South of the United States
2/ excluding the Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R.
I/ including the Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R.

While it is possible for population growth in some regions to be unexpectedly

rapid and in others to unexpectedly slow, there is some likelihood that some of the

resulting errors of prediction will compensate. This makes it more probable for the

world as a whole than for any particular region that actual future population will be

contained within the limits of the "high" and "low" expectations. Barring events of

an unforeseeable nature, it is unlikely that the population of the world in 1980 will

be greater than 4.0, or less than 3.3, billion. These estimates may have to be

modified if it becomes known that the current size and rate of growth of the population

of China has been severely misjudged.

Future growth will not be equal among the various parts of the world. Thus, on the

"medium" assumption the population of Africa would increase by 46 per cent, that of

Northern America by 33 per cent, that of Latin America by 92 per cent, that of Asia by

52 per cent, that of Europe by 31 per cent, and that of Oceania by 35 per cent. For

particular regions within these continents, future increases of population will also

vary. For the Central American Mainland, the region of highest current population

growth, the "medium" assumption forsees an increase by 116 per cent. For the British

Isles, where current growth is slowest, the "medium" projection allows for an increase

by 16 per cent only.

Owing to probably different future rates of growth, the proportions of mankind's

numbers contained in each continent will change considerably, as shown in Table V. The

relative importance of Latin America end Asia will rise, while that of Northern America
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and Europe declines.

TABLE V. PROPORTIONS OF WORLD POPULATION CONTAINED IN EACH CONTINENT, ACCORDING TO
POPUIPITION ESTIMATES FOR 1920, 1950, AND 1980, ON THE "MEDIUM"	 ASSUMPTION
OF FUTURE GROWTH

Continent Per cent of world population

1920 1950 1980 ("medium" estimate)

World 100.0 100.0 100.0

Africa 7.6 8.1 8.0

America 11.3 13.4 14.7

Northern America a/ (6.4) (6.8) (6.1)
Latin America h/ (4.9) (6.6) (8.6)

Asia J 54.1 53.8 55.4

Europe d/ 26.6 24.2 21.4

Oceania 0.5 0.5 0.4

a/ i.e. America North of
12/ i.e. America South of
2/ excluding the Asiatic
1/ including the Asiatic

Mexico
the United States
part of the U.S.S.R.
part of the U.S.S.R.
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CHART II. POPULATION OF CONTINENTS, 1650, 1920, 1950, AND 1980 ( 0MEDIUM" ASSUMPTION)
(Areas are proportional to population)
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Past and future population of the world and its continents 

Unitcd NationS Population Division.

Summary

The world's population has grown, in 300 years, from roughly 470 million in

1650 to about 2,450 million in 1950. This growth, which is unprecedented in

history, has been and still is, continuously accelerating. Despite unusually low

birth rates in the 1930's and severe war losses in the 1940's, world population grew,

on an average, by about 1 per cent per annum in every decade since 1920. By 1980,

the earth will probably have between 3,300 and 4,000 million inhabitants.

Large migrations to previously sparsely settled continents caused unusually

rapid growth in Northern America and Oceania during the past century. The rela-

tive importance of migration will be much less in the future. In Europe, populatirNn

growth was rapid because of declining mortality, but is slowing down because of

lowered fertility. The populations of Northern America, Tapan, and the Soviet

Union will probably follow a similar trend. In Asia, mortality has only begun to

decline and will cause an acceleration of population growth. Most rapid grriwth must

be expected in Latin America where birth rates are very high and death rates are

already fairly low. Because of insufficient statistics, past and future trends in

China and parts of Africa are difficult to determine.
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Evolution demographique, passee et future, du monde et des continents

Nations Unies Division du la population

Resume. En 300 ans, de 1650 a 1950, la population mondiale est passee de 470

millions d'habitants environ a Ares de 2.450 millions. Ce mouvement, sans

precedent dans l'histoire, n'a pas cease de s'accelerer et continue encore a

le faire. Malgre les taux de natalite anormalement bas des annees 30 et les

pertes severes subies pendant la seconde guerre mondiale, la population du

monde a augmente, en moyenne, de 1 pour 100 par an au cours de chacune des

periodes de 10 annees qui ont suivi 1920. Il est probable qu'en 1980, la

population de la terre sera comprise entre 3.300 millions et 4 milliards

d'habitants.

Au cours du siecle dernier, de vastes mouvements migratoires diriges vers

des continents jusque la peu peuples ont entralne une augmentation demographique

exceptionnellement rapide en Amerique du Nord et en Oceanie. A l'avenir, les

mouvements migratoires seront relativement beaucoup moins importants. En

Europe, l'accroissement de la population a ete rapide par suite de la baisse

de la mortalite, mais it est a present freine par la diminution de la fecon-

dite. Il est probable que le developpement demographique de l'Amerique du

Nord, du Japon at de l'Union sovietique suivra la m gme courbe. En Asie, la

mortalite ne fait que commencer a diminuer, ce qui va par la suite entrainer

une acceleration dans le rythme du developpement de la population. C'est en

Amerique latine, oa les taux de natalite sont fres eleves et les taux de

mortalite deja assez faibles, que l'on doit s'attendre a l'augmentation la

plus rapide. Par suite de l'insuffisance des renseignements statistiques,

est difficile de determiner l'evolution demographique, passee at future, de la

Chine at de certaines regions de l'Afrique.
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,1/FRAMEWORK FOR FUTURE POPULATION ESTIMATES, 1950-1980, BY WORLD REGIONo

Introduction	
United Nations Population Division

One may dispute, and perhaps rightly so, whether any reasonable

forecast of the world's population can be made, even for a period - rather

short in the time-scale of history - of only 30 years. It is known that

population projections can err considerably even if they are based on the

most accurate and detailed statistics, because the future is in any case

uncertain. For large parts of the world, information relating to size and

rate of growth of the population is scant or of dubious reliability, and

the hazards of predictions concerning the future are much greater: not only

can the future course of events deviate from current expectations, but even

the trends prevailing at the present time may be misjudged It is always

possible to formulate some assumptions relating to future change and com-

pUte the results which they entail. 3ecause of the constant and growing

demand for estimates of future population of the world and its regions -

even though of necessity they can only be rough - this has been done in the

present study. It has been attempted to make these assumptions as plausible

as they can be in the light of the limited available knowledge. The attempt

is probably justified by the fact that such estimates are needed, but no

great confidence can be placed in the accuracy of the results, the statistical

basis for many of the figures used in these computations being rather slender.

Since an elaborate structure cannot be supported on such a slender foundation,

the computations have been carried out with the aid of a very crude scheme;

for many of.,the world's regions it is doubtful whether more reliable

estimates can be obtained by more refined methods.

The method used for the present purpose involves the following steps:

a division of the world into a number of relatively homogeneous regions;

classification of these regions in accordance with their most important

1/	 This report has been prepared in partial implementation of the
recommendations of the Population Commission (E/CN/9/110) for the prepara-
tion of population projections. More detailed projections, based un firmer
methods, are being prepared for the countries of various regions and will be
published in the series entitled Population Studies (ST/S0A/Ser.A).
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manner in which these demographic characteristics are apt to change; 4) formu-

lation of specific assumptions on rates of population growth and probable

future changes therein; 5) computation of results.

Although primarily designed for estimating future populations of regions,

the scheme has also been adapted for estimating the future population of every

country. Small value can only be attached to these latter results. The fig-

ures obtained for individual countries are highly tentative and should be

employed only if better estimates cannot be obtained by any other method.

1. World regions

The scheme of world regions employed in this study will become apparent

from the accompanying Map. A detailed definition of each region is given in

Annex A. This ap proach to the problem of determining regional groups has been

developed in consultation and co-operation with other offices interested in

this question. Its general aim is to provide a division of the world into

regions, suitable for demographic studies and for other studies in economic

and social fields, which use population data and estimates. The generally

accepted conception of continents has been adhered to as far as possible and

the political entities have been taken into account in full. Efforts have

been made to include in a region states and territories which, to a certain

extent, have similar characteristics. In this connexion, it must be borne in

mind that the homogeneity of a geographical region can only be relative, for

conditions vary from country to country and even within a country.

Ambiguous terms such as "Middle East" or "Far East" have been avoided

since, from an international point of view, no area can itself be regarded as

"East" or "West". The ambiguity disappears in cases where reference is made

to the continent or region of which the area in question forms part, e.g.

"East Asia".
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WORLD REGIONS BY DEMOGRAPHIC TYPE

Lit., MISTYPE 5 LOW FERTILITY AND
LOW MORTALITY

The boundaries shown on this map do not imply official endorsement
or acceptance by the United Nations.
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TABLE I. ESTIMATED POPULATION, MID-YEAR 1950, OF WOPTP PF,GTONS

Region
	

Population(millions) 
	

Region	 Population(millions) 

WCRLD TOTAL
	

2,454.3 2/ 12/

AFRICA
Northern Africa
Middle Africa
Southern Africa

AMERICA
Northern America
Middle America

(Mainland)
(Antilles)

South America
(Tropical)
(Temperate)

SIB, (Northern part not
included) 2/

Southwest Asia
Central South Asia
Southeast Asia

(Mainland)
(Islands)

East Asia
(Mainland)
(Japan and Ryukyu Isl.)

	

198.3	 EUROPE (plus Northern part of

	

43.0	 Asia) 2/	 592.5 b/

	141.4	 Northern Europe 	 18.7

	

13.9	 Western Europe	 114.7
(Mainland)	 (61.0)

	

330.2	 (Islands)	 (53.7)

	

168.0	 Central Europe	 127.6
	51.1	 (West-Central)	 (81.1)

	

(34.6)	 (East-Central)	 (46.5)

	

(16.5)	 Southern Europe	 131.5
	111.1	 (Iberian peninsula) 	 (36.3)

	

(84.3)	 (Appenine Peninsula) 	 (47.0)

	

(26.8)	 '(Balkan peninsula)	 (48.2)
Eastern Europe (plus
Northern part of Asia)/ 200.0 2/

1, 320.3 a/	 OCEANIA	 13.0
Australia and New Zealand 10.2
Pacific Islands	 2.8

61.7
464.2
170.8
(72.9)
(97.9)
623.6 1/
539.8 2/
(83. )

Assuming, very roughly, the population of mainland China (i.e. excluding Formosa)
to equal 500 million. This figure is possibly subject to a large error.

2/ The rough estimate of 200 million for the Soviet Union is consistent with
official announcements of voting districts for elections to the Union Supreme
Soviet, each voting district representing approximately 300,000 inhabitants.

/ The population of the Asiatic part of the Soviet Union, which has here been
included with Europe, is of the order of approximately 50 million persons.
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Estimates of total population in 1950 for these regions appear in Table

I. It should be noted that no firm estimate of the population of Mainland

East Asia -- the greatest part of which is the population of China - can be

given at the present time 1/, and that consequently even the estimated world

total is subject to a considerable margin of error. Population estimates for

some other areas, such as Middle Africa, Southwest Asia, the Mainland and

Islands of Southeast Asia, the Soviet Union, and the Pacific Islands, are also

inaccurate to varying degrees, though in no case affected by nearly as large

an error as that possible in the case of China.

2. Five types of demographic situations 

The rate of population increase in any part of the world is chiefly de-

termined by the balance of birth and deaths. The balance of migration also

affects population growth, but its influence can no longer be as great as it

was in the past in certain regions with originally very sparse population.

(e.g. Northern America, Australia and New Zealand). Hence, a consideration

of birth rates and death rates is now generally sufficient to describe, at

least very roughly, the demographic situation of any one region.

By and large, the several demographic types now to be found among the

various regions of the world can be regarded as different stages in an evolu-

tionary process, Originally, because of insufficient knowledge and means to

control mortality, death rates everywhere were high. In more recent times,

thanks to the application of new knowledge, death rates in most parts of the

world have been reduced. In some areas, this reduction of death rates has

only hardly begun. In other areas, it has advanced already so far that hence-

1/ A leading Chinese demographer, writing in 1946, stated that the population
of his country probably did not exceed 400 million (Chen, Ta, Population in 
Modern China). On the other hand, it has been officially reported that
the population count taken in 1953 by the Communist authorities on the
mainland resulted in a total which "greatly exceeds" all figures used
previously (prior to the count of 1953, the Communist authorities usually
quoted an earlier figure of 475 million).
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forth any further progress in the reduction of mortality can only be small.

Prior to the decline of death rates, birth rates in most areas of the

world must have been at least sufficiently high to permit population replace-

ment despite high mortality. In many parts of the world, birth rates have

continued to be high despite declines in death rates. In other parts of tle

world, the decline in death rates was eventually followed by a decline in birth

rates which may or may not by now have run its full course. That is to say,

birth rates may still be declining, or they may already have attained a level

below which they will not decline. In the latter event, birth rates are apt

to fluctuate more or less sharply in response to changes in economic conditions.

As a result of these various past changes in vital rates, there are now

some regions in the world where both birth rates and death rates are high,

other regions where both birth rates and death rates are low, and still other

regions where birth rates are high while death rates are already low. The

combination of low birth rates with high death rates will hardly be found

anywhere. The main demographic situations now existing among the regions of

the world can, therefore, be characterized as follows:

High birth rates and high death rates;

High birth rates and declining (though still rather high) death rates;

High birth rates and already farily low death rates;

Declining birth rates and farily low death rates; and

5. Low or fluctuating birth rates and low death rates.

In earlier studies, it has been usual to distinguish only three broad

demographic types, the first corresponding to Types 1 and 2 above, the second

to Types 3 and 4, and the third being identical with the above Type 5. For

the present purpose, however, a distinction of five types was found preferable.

Types 1 and 2 ought to be distinguished, although death rates may be almost

equally high in both instances, because under the first Type there is still
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no evidence that death rates are declining, and it remains uncertain whether

they will do so within the near future; under the second Type, however, where

there are good reasons to assume that a decline in death rates has already

begun, it is highly probable that the decline will continue. The distinction

between Types 3 and 4 is likewise important for considerations of future popu-

lation growth: where there has so far been no evidence of a decline in birth

rates, it remains uncertain when, if at nll in the foreseeable future, birth

rates will begin to decline; where, on the other hand, a fall in birth rates

has already started, past experience in other parts of the world makes it

appear very probable that this decline will continue until fairly low rates

are attained.

3. Classification of world regions according to types

The assignment of world regions among these five types cannot be perfect

because no region is truly homogeneous and because conditions do not always

conform precisely to those of any one type. Where vital statistics are not

systematically recorded, moreover, assignment to a type isElargely a matter

of conjecture. Nevertheless, it is believed that the following classification

of world regions is, on the whole, correct.

The three parts of Africa probably represent three different types:

Middle Africa is the only major region of the world where the existence of a

systematic decline of mortality has not yet been established; it belongs to

Type 1. Northern Africa approximates Type 2, and Southern Africa Type 3.

The five regions of America fall into three types. In Central America,

the Antilles, and Tropical South America, despite recent declines of mortality,

there is no indication of an impending fall in birth rates; the situation is

typically that of Type 3. In Temperate South America birth rates have fallen

but have not yet attained low levels, so that this region belongs to Type 4.

Northern America conforms to Type 5.

Five of the six regions of Asia can be characterized by Type 2, the
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exception being Japan, where a low death rate and a rapidly falling birth rate

satisfy the conditions of Type 4.

Of the nine regions of Europe (including the Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R.),

seven are represented by Type 5: low birth rates have been recorded in all of

these, though only recently in some. Conditions in the U.S.S.R. and the Balkan

peninsula are probably better described by those of Type 4.

Vital trends in Australia and New Zealand are those listed under Type 5.

In the remaining Pacific Islands, conditions vary so widely that no reasonable

classification for the group as a whole can be made.

By adding together the estimated 1950 populations of regions belonging to

each Type, the following totals are obtained:

Type 1 (Middle Africa): ca. 141 million, or 6 per cent of the world

total;

Type 2 (Northern Africa and Asian regions other than Japan): ca. 1,280

million, or about 52 per cent of the world total;

Type 3 (Southern Africa, Middle America, and Tropical South America):

ca. 149 million, or 6 per cent of the world total;

Type 4 (Temperate South America, Japan, U.S.S.R., and Balkan peninsula):

ca. 359 million, or 15 per cent of the world total;

Type 5 (Northern America, most parts of Europe, Australia and New

Zealand): ca. 523 million, or 21 per cent of the world total;

Undefined (Pacific Islands): 2.8 million.

4. Rates of population growth of regions grouped by demographic type

Statistics relating to annual changes in population are, unfortunately,

far less satisfactory in many areas of the world than those referring to popu-

lation size. Nevertheless, a careful consideration of those rates of popula-

tion growth which can represent "normal" current conditions is necessary

before engaging in speculations about future growth. Annual average rates

of population increase, by world region, based on population estimates for
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1940 and 1950, are shown in Table II. In addition, the Table also shows more

recent annual rates of growth for those regions for which sufficient statistics

exist 1/. Not all of these rates, however, represent "normal" conditions.

Where growth rates for the 1940-1950 period could be compared with those ob-

served around 1950, a selection was made, that rate being selected which more

nearly represents conditions prevailing now and also liable to continue, at

least approximately, for some time in the future. For Middle Africa, Mainland

East Asia and the Pacific Islands, special considerations are involved, which

will be explained further on.

For Northern America, Temperate South America, Australia and New Zealand,

observed current rates of growth, though statistically quite accurate ) were

rejected because it is doubtful that they will continue over a long period.

In these regions, the 1949-1951 period was characterized either by an unusually

high birth rate or by an unusually large number of immigrants, or by both.

It was considered more likely that the more moderate rates of the 1940-1950

period would prevail over an extended time-period. In other instances (Islands

of Southeast Asia, and U.S.S.R.), where no accurate current statistics are

available, it was also not possible to derive any useful inference from a

comparison of population estimates for 1940 and 1950; not only are the post-

war estimates not truly comparable with the earlier ones, but population growthh

has also been greatly reduced because of heavy losses incurred during the war.

Estimates of the current growth rate, however unreliable, were therefore

substituted.

1/ This is generally the case where vital statistics are tolerably accurate
and, if migration is important, whore there are adequate records of migra-
tion. Where statistics of this kind are found for a majority of the popu-
lation of a region, the current growth rates have been estimated by a com-
parison of population estimates for 1949 and 1951. In other areas, current
estimates are usually made by extrapolation of rates of growth observed in
the past (e.g. by comparison of results of earlier censuses) and hence add
nothing to the knowledge of rates of population growth which can be obtained
by comparing estimates for 1940 and 1950.
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TABLE II, AVERAGE ANNUAL RATES OF POPULATION GROWTH, 1940-1950, AND 1949-1951;
FOR REGIONS AND GROUPS'OF REGIONS a/

01iimographic Type
Region

Average annual population
growth (per cent)

1940-1950	 1949-1951

Rate selected to
represent "normal
current conditions" cf
population growth

Type 1

0.50 - 1.50Middle Africa

Type 2

Northern Africa 1.56 1.56

Southwest Asia
Central South Asia
Mainland Southeast Asia
Islands of Southeast Asia

1.35
1.25
1.60
0.56

12/
4/

1.50 2/

1.35
1.25
1.60
1.50

Total, excluding Mainland
East Asia 1.22 1.34 1/
Mainland East Asia 12/ 12/ 0.00 - 1.00

Type 3
Southern Africa 1.63 2.15 2.15
Mainland Middle America 2.44 2.87 2.87
Middle America, Antilles 1.82 1.82
Tropical South America 2.23 2.23

Total, Type 3 2.17 12/ 2.32 1/

Type 4
Temperate South America 1.76 2.37 2/ 1.76
Japan and Ryuku Islands 1.38 1.80 1.80
Balkan peninsula 0.13 1.25 f/ 1.25
U.S.S.R. - 1.50 h/ 1.50

Total, Type 4 0.47 1.56 1.56 d/

Type 5
Northern America 1.39 1.71 2/ 1.39
Northern Europe 0.97 0.92 0.92
Mainland Western Europe 0.26 0.82 0.82
Islands of Western
Europe 0 .47 0.50 0.50
West-Central Europe 1.33 0.72 0.72
East-Central Europe 1.94 1.31 / 1.31
Iberian peninsula 0.90 0.80 0.80
Appenine peninsula 0.61 0.69 0.69
Australia and New Zealand 1.52 2.91 / 1.52

Total, Type 5 0.69 1.13 D0021.1

,Footnotes a/ to 11/, see next page. 	
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a/ Not including the Pacific Islands, which have not been allocated to a
demographic type.

hi No valid rate can be computed.
2/ Rate for Indonesia estimated by Keyfitz.

J Weighted average of selected rates for regions in the group.
2/ Current rate abnormal because of unusual birth rate, unusual immigration,

or both.
1/ Estimated on basis of last available data on births and deaths.
4/ Probably no appreciable increase, owing to heavy war losses.

It has been officially stated that annual population increase in the
Soviet Union during recent years has been of the order of 3 million.
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The rates so selected have been averaged for groups of regions corres-

ponding to demographic types 2, 3, 4 and 5. Average rates representing "normal"

current conditions" were found to be 1.34 per cent per annum for the regions

of Type 2 except Mainland East Asia, 2.32 per cent per annum for all regions

of Type 3, 1.56 per cent per annum for regions of Type 4, and 1.00 per cent

per annum for those of Type 5, The true current growth rates may, of course,

differ somewhat from these, being subject to the influence of various factors

affecting them at any particular moment, or during any particular shortperiod.

The rates established here for each group of regions, however, provide a con-

venient starting point for the formulation of assumptions of future population

growth.

Owing to the paucity of reliable statistical information concerning the

populations of China and of certain territories in Africa and in the Pacific

Ocean, it has not been possible to establish any precise numerical value for

the presumable current rates of growth of Mainland East Asia, Middle Africa,

and the Pacific Territories.

Most students of the population of China have concluded that its rate of

growth has been moderate in the present century. An annual rate of increase

of about 0.5 per cent, or only little more, has been estimated by several

scholars. Some of them believed that this low rate of increase was the result

of high mortality combined with only moderately high fertility (with birth

rates of the order of 35 per 1,000, or thereabouts); others were inclined

to the view that, in favourable years, the 1_Dpulation of China would tend to

increase far more rapidly but that such increases were frequently offset, in

the past, by internal disturbances, wars, floods, famines, or epidemics.

Since only very little information about present conditions on the Chinese

mainland is being received, it is even more difficult to venture a guess as to

its current rate of population growth. It is believed by some that living

conditions have greatly deteriorated, resulting in mortality higher than that
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which prevailed in earlier years. Others are inclined to the view that recent

improvements in organization have enabled the government on the Chinese main-

land to alleviate some of the causes of excessive mortality such as, e.g.,

local famines. For these reasons, three different growth rates have here been

assumed for the years around 1950, the "high" assumption being a rate of 1 per

cent, the "low" assumption being that of no increase at all, and the "medium"

assumption being the now traditional rate of 0.5 per cent, per annum. Since

the population of the Chinese mainland constitutes over 90 per cent of the

population of Mainland East Asia, it has been assumed that these growth rates

apply to the whole region.

For many territories in Middle Africa, a time-comparison of population

estimates can be misleading: not only are many of the estimates unreliable,

but estimating methods have also changed in recent years, thereby vitiating

comparisons. An attempt has been made at the United Nations to estimate'

African populations by comparable methods for various periods of time. The

total population of Middle Africa estimated in this manner amounted to 103

million in 1920 and 141 million in 1950. A comparison of these two figures

suggests, for these 30 years, an average annual growth rate of very nearly

1 per cent, but this estimate may also be considerably in error. The rate

of 1 per cent, therefore, may be regarded as a "medium" estimate for the

current rate of population growth, with 1.5 per cent and 0.5 per cent as the

corresponding "high" and "low" estimates.

Similar estimates have also been compiled at the United Nations for those

of the Pacific territories for which comparable official estimates have not

been received. According to these, the combined population of this group of

territories amounted to 2,134,000 in 1920 and to 2,766,000 in 1950, the aver-

age annual rate of increase, during those 30 yesirs, having been 0.87 per cent,

a figure that may err considerably. It is also probable that mortality in

most territories has declined recently, but statistical information for some
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of them is still very scant. Hence, as in the case of Middle Africa, the

three alternative rates of 1.5, 1, and 0.5 per cent have been assumed.

5. Changes in vital trends to be expected in different types of demographic
situation

In nearly every part of the world, mortality will most probably continue

to decline 1/. Such declines are likely to e slow where mortality is very

high because some of the pre—requisites for mortality declines are still not

fully established. Where mortality is at intermediate levels, it can decline

most rapidly. When mortality is already low, its further decline will probably

be rather slow because it will involve greatly increased cost and also in part

depend on further medical discoveries.

In this connection, it must be pointed out that the decline in crude

death rates (ie. the number of deaths per 1,000 inhabitants) does not exactly

parallel the decline in general mortality conditions. Death rates may be

stable-or may even rise where the proportion of aged persons in the po::,ulation

is increasing, despite decline in mortality rates specific for each given age.

This is particularly likely to happen in populations where fertility has de-

clined or has been low in the recent past. Such progressive aging of popula-

tions with recently low fertility can also have a depressing effect on the

crude birth rates, but this effect is not as pronounced as that on the death

rates.

Future changes in birth rates are less easy to predict than the future

trends of mortality. Some expectations for the future can, however, be suppor-

ted by past experience in other regions of the world. Thus, it would seem •

1/ This is less certain in an area like Middle Africa where the ravages of
some unexpected epidemic or some other uncontrolled calamity may still result,
at least temporarily, in increased mortality. It is also true that a major
break—down in social organization, or a major war, may cause a rise in mortal-
ity in any other part of the world; s'ich events, however, are outside the
scope of predictions. Moreover, once social organization is re—established,
or peace is assured, it is practically certain that, the downward trend in
mortality will be resumed.
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highly probable that birth rates will remain high in regions of high mortality

at least until death rates have declined very considerably. If birth rates

are still high and death rates already low, on the other hand, it is most

difficult to foresee whether birth rates can continue to be as high also for

a long time in the future, or whether they will soon begin to follow the de-

cline in death rates. Once a decline of birth rates has begun, it appears very

probable that it will continue until the rates arc fairly low, If birth rates

have already declined and attained a fairly low level, whether recently or not,

they are apt to fluctuate somewhat above that low level.

As a result of these interactions of trends in death rates and birth rates,

some of them more certain than others, the following general prospects of

population trends emerge for each of the demographic types considered here:

For populations of Type 1, future trends are still indefinite: a future

slow decline of death rates is possible, but temporary increases of mortality

are not ruled out.

For populations of Type 2, it is more likely than not that growth during

the coming decades will be accelerated: the death rate will probably continue

to fall, while the birth rate will probably continue to remain high.

For populations of Type 3, it is most likely that very rapid population

growth will continue for at least 30 years: this growth may be even accelera-

ted by a further decline in death rates, but may again be reduced somewhat if

birth rates begin to fall.

For populations of Type 4, it is more likely than not that population

growth will slow down further: death rates, which are already rather low, will

decline but little, whereas the decline in birth rates will probably continue

for some time.

For populations of Type 5, a further slow-down of growth is also likely.

Because of low birth rates in the past, the proportion of aged persons will

increase, thereby tending to raise death rates and depress birth rates.
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These tendencies, inherent in the structure of such populations, may or may

not be counter-acted by changes in the actual mortality and fertility conditions

pertaining to each given age.

6. Specific assumptions for populations of each type

The general directions of probable future changes in the rates of popula-

tion growth have been discussed in the foregoing paragrpphs. No amount of

argument can establish the precise figures by which these probable changes

will be reflected. Such figures can only be guessed at, and the best that can

be done is to make these guesses as reasonable as possible. Three different

assumptions have been made in each instance. Of these, the "medium" assump-

tion is supposed to fall within the area where one guess is as good as another.

The "High" and "low" assumptions are intended to provide some reasonable lim-

its; these limits can, of course, be exceeded by the actual course of future

changes, but the present expectation makes this seem rather unlikely except,

perhaps, for brief periods.

Starting with the growth rates supposed to represent "normal current

conditions" of population growth in each group of regions (see Table II,

supra), and considering that, in a restricted sense, the several demographic

types constitute a time-sequence in an evolutionary process, some rough

assumptions can be made, allowing for a transition from the conditions now

prevailing in a given type towards those now prevailing in the subsequent •

type. This is the general assumption employed here. Since some of these

changes can be more rapid than others, and since three alternative assumptions

are made in each case, this general assumption has been modified in various

ways.

In was considered possible that, at the end of 30 years, the growth rate

of a population of a given type may change gradually (in a straight line) to

attain the average growth of populations in the subsequent type. This
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expectation, however, is not equally likely under each given type. It was

considered as the "high" assumption for Type 2, the "low" assumption for

Type 3, and the "medium" assumption for Type 4.

It was also considered possible -- again with different degrees of like-

lihood -- that population growth will continue in each group of regions at

more or less the current rate for the next 30 years. As regards the population

of any one region 1/(whose current rate of growth may differ somewhat from the

group average of the type to which it belongs), it was considered that its

current growth rate will change gradually (linearly) to attain the current

group average by 1980. This was taken as the "low" assumption for Type 2,

the "medium" assumption for Type 3, and the "high" assumption for Types 4 and

5.

Other assumptions have been made generally with a view to maintaining a

certain symmetry and comparability between the "high", "medium", and "low"

assumptions. As a result, three assumptions, considered to be tolerably

plausible, were obtained for each of the types 2 to 5.

For regions of Type 2, the "high" assumption was that the current average

rate of Type 3 will be attained by 1980; the "medium" assumption was that the

mean of the current average rates of Types 2 and 3 will be attained; and the

"low" assumption was that of practically constant growth, i.e. the current

group average of Type 2 (except Mainland East Asia) being attained by every

region by 1980.

For regions of Type 3, the "high" assumption was that growth rates by

1980 will equal that cf the region of most rapid current growth, i.e. the

Central American Mainland; the "medium" assumption was that, by 1980, it will

11 Methods of estimating future populations for individual countries are
described later on.
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conform to the current average rate of the group; and the "low" assumption was

that the current average rate of group 4 will be attained within 30 years.

For regions of Type 4, the "high" assumption was that, at the end of 30

years, the growth rates will conform to the current average of this group; the

"medium" assump tion was that they will then attain the current average for

Type 5; and the "low" assumption was that, by 1980, growth rates will have

changed so as to attain the current rate of the Islands of Western Europe

(the region of slowest current growth).

For regions of Type 5, the "high" assumption again was that, by 1980, the

growth rates will equal that of the "group as a whole in 1950; the "medium"

assumption was they will attain the current growth rate of the Western European

Islands; and the "low" assumption was the complete cessation of growth by 1980...

Because of insufficient knowledge of current rates of population growth,

as well as for other reasons, different types of assumptions had to be made

for Middle Africa, Mainland East Asia, and the Pacific Islands. Future mortal-

ity trends in many parts of Africa are still indefinite and a systematic de-

cline of death rates is not yet assured; hence, it was considered that popula-

tion growth in Middle Africa during the next 30 years, may continue more or

less at the current rates assumed here, i.e. at constant annual rates of 1.5,

1, or 0.5 per cent. Because of diversity of conditions among the territories

of the Pacific, constant future rates of growth were also assumed for this

group of territories, resulting in the same assumptions as those made for

Middle Africa.

Despite its possibly low current rate of growth, the population of Main-

land East Asia was regarded as essentially belonging to the demographic Type

2. If there is peace in this region and no unusual events occur, the same

"target" rates of population growth can be attained by 1980 in all other re-

gions of this Type. Since three different initial as well as three different

target rates have been assumed, these assumptions would actually permit 9
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different combinations. Thus, the rate of growth may begin with the "high"'

assumption for 1950 and terminate with the "low" assumption for 1980, or

vice versa. As the results of these various combinations would be contained

within the range of the most extreme combinations of assumptions, it was

considered superfluous to perform all these computations and only the follow -

ing combinations have been considered: An increase at 1 per cent per annum

in 1950, changing to reach 2.32 per cent per annum in 1980 ("high" assumption);

an increase of 0.5 per cent per annum in 1950, changing to reach 1,83 per cent

per annum in 1980 ("medium" assumption); and no increase at all in 1950 with a

gradual transition to an increase at 1.34 per cent per annum in 1980 ("low"

assumption).

These assumed changes in rates of population growth, for demographic

Types 2,3,4, and 5 (not including Mainland East Asia) are depicted in the

adjoining Diagram. All assum,tions are briefly summarized below.
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Group corresponding
to demographic Type

1

2 (not including

Rate representing
"normal" current

population growth

1.5 to 0.5

Target rates, to be attained by 1980,
according to three assumptions
"High"	 "jaedium"	 "Low"

1.50	 1.00	 0.50

nainland East Asia) 1.34 2.32 1.83 1.34

mainland East Asia 1.0 to 0.0 2.32 1.83 1.34

3 2.32 2.87 2.32 1.56

4 1.56 1.56 1.00 0.50

5 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.00

Pacific Islands 1.5 to 0.5 1.50 1.00 0.50

All regions 1.3 to 1.0 1.98 1.47 0.94

7.	 Results of computations 

All regional growth rates for 1950 and the target rates for 1980 were converted

into quinquennial rates of growth, according to the compound-interest formula.

These quinquennial growth rates were then interpolated linearly for five-year

periods, from the 1950-1955 period to the period 1975-1980. The quinquennial

growth rates were then applied successively to the population estimates for

aid-year 1950 to result in estimates for 1955, 1960, and so forth, up to the year

1980. The detailed results of these computations appear in Annex B.

In accordance with these computation, the following totals were obtained for

regions grouped by demographic type, depending on whether the "high", "medium", or

"low" assumption was used.

The total of group 1 (rliddle Africa only), estimated at 141 million in 1950,

may increase, b: 1980, to 221, 191, or 164 million, i.e. by 57, 35, or 16 per cent.

The total of group 2, excluding .iainland East Asia, estimated at 740 million

in 1950, would increase to 1,279, 1,189, or 1,103 million, i.e. by 73, 61, or

49 per cent.
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The p ulation of uainland East Asia, estimated at 540 million in 1950,
N,

would increase to b86, 766, or 661 million, i.e. by 64, 42, or 22 per cent.

The total of group 3, estimated at 149 million in 1950, would increase to

323, 298, or 267 million, i.e. by 117, 100, or 79 per cent.

The total of group 4, estimated at 359 million in 1950, would increase to

571, 526, or 489 million, i.e. b r 59, 47, or 36 per cent.

The total of group 5, estimated at 523 million in 1950, would increase to

706, 656, or 609 million, i.e. by 35, 25, or 16 per cent.

The population of the Pacific Islands, estimated at 2.8 million in 1950,

may attain, by 1980, 4.3, 3.7, or 3.2 million.

8.	 Future population of continents and the world 

By adding together the future population estimates obtained for thes several

regions, the following totals result for entire continents and the world:

Continent	 Population, 1950	 Population, 1980, according to three
(millions) assumptions (millions)

"high"	 "medium"	 "low"

Africa 198 327 289 255

America 330 577 535 487

Asia (not including
Northern part) 1,320 2,227 2,011 1,816

Europe (plus Northern
part of Asia)	 593	 840	 776	 721

Oceania	 13.0	 19.2	 17.5	 16.1

World total	 2,454	 3,990	 3,628	 3,295

These estimated future totals have been obtained by combining the "high",

"medium", or "low" assumptions for all regions. Since there is some chance that

relatively slow population growth in some regions will be compensated by relatively

rapid growth in others, the probability tnat the actual future population will be

contained between the estimated "high" and "low" totals is greater for the whole
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world than for any one region. It may, therefore, be stated with some assurance

that world population in 19S0 will be of the order of 3.6 billion, it being

somewhat unlikely that it will be less than 3.3 billion or more than 4.0 billion.

Thisexpectation can, of course, be upset if a large portion of mankind is

afflicted by some unforeseeable major disaster. The totals may also have to be

modified if the estimate for the population of China, which has been employed here,

proves to have been greatly in error.

9. Estimates of future population for individual countries 

Future population estimates for individual countries, however conjectural,

are often needed for an approximate assessment of future needs in nutrition,

education, finance, or other matters. For countries possessing a fair amount of

statistical data, it is always desirable to estimate future population by the best

possible methods that the data permit. This can, however, not be done satis-

factorily if statistical information is very deficient. The figures for indi-

vidual countries computed here should only be employed in those instances where

better estimates of future population cannot be readily obtained. They can,

of course, also be combined into totals for regional groupings other than those

which have here been used.

Population estimates for the years 1920, 1930, 1940, and 1950, corrected

and adjusted wherever necessary, have been compiled by the Population Division

of the Jnited Nations for all countries of the world. These estimates, in

conjunction with the future estimates for world regions elaborated in the present

study, form the basis of future population estimates for each country. The

method employed for this purpose is the "ratio method" and consists essentially

of the following principle. From the available estimates, the ratio of the

population of the given country to the population of the entire region of which

it forms part was ascertained both for 1920 and 1950, and the change in this

ratio was noted. It was then assumed that this ratio would continue to change
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at the same rate in the future and expected future values of this ratio were

obtained by linear extrapolation for five—year intervals, up to the year 1980.

Various adjustments were also made, where necessary, in order to avoid unreasonable

future changes in this ratio. By applying these extrapolated ratios to the

estimated future populations of the corresponding regions, future population

estimates for each country were obtained.

Owing to the highly tentative nature of these future estimates for

individual countries, it was not considered worthwhile to repeat the procedure for

all assumptions. The future estimates for countries, therefore, correspond only

to the "medium" assumptions for the respective regions.
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ANNEX A

SCHEME OF WORLD REGIONALIZATION

(Note: political units, though in some cases forming part of two regions or
continents, have always been included in full in one region.)

AFRICA

Northern Africa. Egypt, Libya; Algeria, Ceuta and Melilla, French

Morocco, Spanish Morocco, Spanish West Africa, Tangier, and Tunisia.

Middle Africa. Eritrea, Ethiopia, Liberia; Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, Angola,

Belgian Congo, British Cameroons, British Somaliland, British Togoland, Cape. Verde

Islands, Comoro Island, French Cameroons, French Equatorial Africa, French

Somaliland, French Togoland, French West Africa, Gambia, Gold Coast, Kenya,

Madagascar, Mauritius, Mozambique, Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland,

Portuguese Guinea, Reunion, Ruanda-Urandi, St. Helena, Sao Tome and Principe,

Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somaliland (Italian administration), Southern Rhodesia,

Spanish Guinea, Tanganyika, Uganda, and Zanzibar and Pemba.

3. Southern Africa. Union of South Africa; Basutoland, Bechuanaland,

South West Africa, and Swaziland.

AMERICA 

Northern America. Canada, United States; Alanka, Bermuda, Greenland,

and St. Pierre and Miquelon.

Middle America.

Mainland. Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico,

Nicaragua, Panama; British Honduras, and Canal Zone.

Antilles. Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti; British West Indies,

Guadeloupe, Martinique, Netherlands Antilles, Puerto Rico, and U.S. Virgin Islands.
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3. South America.

Tropical South America. Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador,

Peru, Venezuela; British Guiana, French Guiana, and Surinan.

Temperate South America. Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, Uruguay;

and Falkland Islands.

ASIA (Northern part not included)

Southwest Asia. Bahrain, Iran, 'rap., Israel, Jordan, Kuwait,

Lebanon, Muscat and Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Trucial Oman, Turkey,

Yemen; Aden Colony, Aden Protectorate, Cyprus, and Palestine (Gaza strip).

Central South Asia. Afghanistan, Bhutan, Ceylon, India, Maldive

Islands, Nepel,Pakistan; French India, and Portuguese India.

3. Southeast Asia.

Mainland, Burma, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, Vietnam; Malaya, and

Singapore.

Islands. Indonesia, Philippines; British Borneo, Netherlands

New Guinea, and Portuguese Timcr.

4. East Asia.

Mainland. China (including Formosa), Korea, Mongolian

People's Republic; Hong Kong, and Macao.

Japan and Ryukyu Islands. Japan; and Ryukyu Islands.

EUROPE (plus Northern part of Asia)

Northern Europe. Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden.

Western Europe.

a) Mainland. Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Monaco, and Netherlands.

t) Islands. Ireland, United Kingdom; Channel Islands,and Isle

of Man.
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3. Central Europe.

West-Central Europe.	 Austria, Germany, Liechtenstein,

Saar,aid Switzerland.

East-Central Europe. 	 Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland.

4. Southern Europe.

Iberian peninsula. Andorra, Portugal,Spain; and Gibraltar.

Appenine peninsula. Italy, San Marino, Vatican; Malta

and Gozo, and Trieste.

c) Balkan peninsula. Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, Romania

and Yugoslavia.

5. Eastern Europe. (plus Northern part of Asia). U.S.S.R.

OCEANIA 

Australia and New Zealand.	 Australia, and New Zealand.

Pacific Islands (not included elsewhere). American Samoa,

British Solomon Islands, Cook Islands, Fiji, French Oceania, Gilbert

and Ellice Islands, Guam, Hawaii, Nauru, New Caledonia, New Guinea

(Australian administration), New Hebrides, Niue, Norfolk, Pacific

Islands (U.S. administration), Papua, Tokelau, Tonga, and Western Samoa.
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TABLE I. ESTIMATED POPULATION OF THE JORLD,
"HIGH", "MEDIUM",

(population in millions; the result
parentheses, those of the

CONTINENTS, AND REGIONJ, 1950-1980, ACCORDING TO
AND "L0j" AjSUITTIONS
s of the high assumption are placed in
low assumption are underlined)

WORLD TOTAL

AELICA

Northern Africa

Middle Africa

Southern Africa

AMERICA

Northern America

1950	 1955	 1960	 1965	 1970	 1975	 1980 

	

(2,454.3)	 (2,624.7)	 (2,822.9)	 (3,051.8)	 (3,316.0)	 (3,628.1)	 (3,990.0)

	

2,454.3	 2,603.2	 2,768.5	 2,950.8	 3,152.9	 3,378.3	 3,628.4

	

2,454.3	 2,581.4	 2,714.2	 2,853.3	 2,996.2	 3,143.6	 3,295.1 

	

(198.3)	 (214.4)	 (232.3)	 (252.3)	 (274.4)	 (299.2)	 (327.1)

	

198.3	 210.6	 223.8	 238.2	 253.7	 270.8	 289.0

	

198.3	 	 206.8	 215.7	 225.0	 234.6	 244.5	 254.8

(43.o)	 (46.6)	 (50.9)	 (55.9)	 (61.7)	 (68.6)	 (76.8)
43.o	 46.5	 50.4	 54.8	 59.7	 65.2	 71.3
43.o	 46.5	 50.1	 53.9	 57.9	 62.0	 66.4

	

(141.4)	 (152.3)	 (164.0)	 (176.7)	 (190.4)	 (205.1)	 (221.0)

	

141.4	 148.6	 156.1	 164.1	 172.5	 181.5	 190.7

	

141.4	 144.9	 148.6	 152.4	 156.2	 160.2	 164.2 

	

(13.9)	 (15.5)	 (17.4)	 (19.7)	 (22.3)	 (25.5)	 (29.3)

	

13.9	 15.5	 17.3	 19.3	 21.5	 24.1	 27.0

	

13.9	 15.4	 17.0	 18.7	 20.5	 	 22.3	 	 24.2 

	

(330.2)	 (361.2)	 (395.6)	 (433.7)	 (476.2)	 (523.7)	 (577.2)

	

330.2	 360.4	 392.4	 425.5	 460.5	 496.7	 534.9

	

330.2	 359.7 	 388.6	 416.5	 442.4	 466.3	 487.4 

	

(168.0)	 (179.7)	 (191.6)	 (203.7)	 (215.9)	 (228.0)	 (240.1)

	

168.0	 179.4	 190.2	 200.0	 209.1	 216.8	 223.1

	

168.0	 179.1	 188.7	 196.7	 202.6	 206.2	 207.4



TABLE I	 (Continued)

195: 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

(34.6) (39.8) (45.9) (52.8) (60.9) (70.1) (80.8)
Middle America 34.6 39.7 45.5 51.9 58.9 66.5 74.9

Mainland 34.6 39.6 44.9 50.4 55.9 61.4 66.7

(16.5) (18.1) (20.1) (22.4) (25.3) (28.8) (33.0)
Middle America 16.5 18.0 19.9 22.0 24.4 27.2 30.5

Antilles 16.5 18.0 19.6 21.4 23.2 25.2 27.2

( 84.3 (94.4) (106.2) (120.2) (136.6) (156.2) (179.4)
Tropical South 84.3 94.2 105.3 117.8 132.0 147.9 166.0

America 84.3 93.9 104.1 114.7 125.7 137.0 148.5

(26.8) (29.2) (31.8) (34.6) (37.5) (40.6) (43.9)
Temperate South 26.8 29.1 31.5 33.8 36.1 38.3 40.4

America 26.8 29.1 31.3 33.3 35.0 36.5 37.6

(1,320.3) (1,409.6) (1,518.5) (1,649.1) (1,807.2) ( 1 ,997.7) (2,226.7)
ASIA (northern part 1,320.3 1,394.0 1,481.5 1,584.4 1,704.8 1,846.3 2,010.7

not included) 1 320.3 1,378.3 1,445.3 1,522.3 1,609.0 1,707.0 1,816.1

(61.7) (66.2) (71.7) (78.2) (86.0) (95.4) (106.7)
Southwest Asia 61.7 66.1 71.1 76.8 83.3 90.7 99.1

61.7 65.9 70.5 75.4 80.5 86.1 92.0



TABLE I (Continued)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

(464.2) (496.2) (535.4) (582.5) (639.6) (708.7) (791.6)
Central South Asia 464.2 495.3 530.9 571.0 612.7 673.2 735.-

464.2 493.9 526.0 560.7 598.3 639.0 682.4

(72.9) (79.2) (86.5) (95.0) (105.1) (116.9) (130.8)
southeast Asia, 72.9 79.o 85.3 93.4 101.8 111.1 121.6

72.9 78.8 85.0 91.6 98.5 105.5 112.9

(97.9) (105.9) (115.2) ,126.2) (139.3) (154.7) (173.0)
Southeast Asia, '77.9 105.7 114.3 124.1 135.0 147.3 161.1

Islands 97.9 105.5 113.4 121.8 130.6 139.8 149.6

LA.)
(539.8) (570.6) (609.9) (658.7) (719.3) (794.2) (086.3)

H
N

East Asia,	 iainland 539.8
539.8

556.5
543.0

580.5
552.3

611.8
568.3

652.2
591.0

703.1
621.8

765.6
660.9

(83.8) (91.5) (99.3') (108.5) (117.9) (127.8)
Fact Asia, 83.8 91.4 98.9 106.5 113.8 120.9 127.5

Japan and Ryukyu Isl. 83.8 91.2 98.1 104.5 110.1 114.2 110.3



TABLE I (cortinued)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

EUROPE (plus (592.5) (625.5) (661.5) (700.6) (743.1) (789.4) (839.8)
Northern part of 592.5 624.3 656.0 687.1 717.6 747.6 776.3
Asia) 592.5 622.8 650.1 674.3 09/.5 7099 720.7

(18.7) (19.6) (20.6) (21.6) (22.6) (23.8) (25.0)
Northern 18.7 19.6 20.1, 21.2 21.9 22.6 23.2
Europe 18.7 19.5 20.2 20.8 21.2 21.4 21.5

Western Europe,
Viainlmd

(61.0)
61.0
61.0

(63.6)
63.5
63.3

(66.4)
65.9
65.3

(69.4)
68.2
66.9

(72.7)
70.4
68.0

(76.3)
72.4
68.7

(80.1)
74.3
68.9

Western Europe,
Islands

(53.7)
53.7
53.7

(55.2)
55.1
55.0

(57.0)
56.5
56.o

(59.0)
57.9
56.9

(61.4)
59.3
57.5

(64.1)
6o.8
57.8

(67.3)
62.3
57.9

West-Central (81.1) (84.2) (87.6) (91.4) (95.5) (100.0) (105.0)
Europe 81.1 84.1 86.9 89.7 92.4 95.0 97.5

81.1 83.8 86.1 87.9 89.2 90.0 90.3

East-Central
Europe

(4 6.5)
46.5
46.5

(49.5)
49.5
49.4

(52.7)
52.3
51.8

(55.8)
54.9
53.8

(59.1)
57.2
55.4

(62.3)
59.3
56.3

(65.6)
61.0
56.6

Iberian
peninsula

(3 6 .3)
36.3

(37.8)
37.7

(39.4)
39.1

(41.2)
40.4

(43.1)
41.7

(45.2)
42.9

(47.5)
44.1

36.3 37.6 38.8 39.7 40.4 40.8 40.9

A ppenine
Peninsula

(47. 0)
47.0

(48.7)
48.6

(50.6)
50.2

(52.7)
51.7

(55.0)
53.2

(57.6)
54.7

(60.5)
56.1

47.0 48.5 49.7 50.7 51.5 52.0 52.1



F,

TABLE I (continued)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

Balkan (48.2) (51.3) (54.8) (58.7) (63.1) (67.9) (73.2)
Peninsula 48.2 51.2 54.4 57.6 60.8 64.1 67.4

48.2 51.1 53.9 56.5 58.8 60.9 62.6

U.S.S.R.
(200.0)
200.0

(215.6)
215.0

(232.4)
230.3

(250.8)
245.5

(270.6)
260.7

(292.2)
275.8

(315.6)
290.4

200.0 214.6 228.3 241.1 252.5 262.0 269.9 

OCEANIA (13.0) (14.0) (15.0) (16.1) (17.1) (18.1) (19.2)
13.0 13.9 14.8 15.6 16.3 16.9 17.5
13.0 13.8 14.5 15.2 15.7 15.9 16.1 

Australia and (10.2) (11.0) (11.8) (12.6) (13.4) (14.1) (14.9)New Zealand 10.2 11.0 11.7 12.4 12.9 13.4 13.8
10.2 11.0 11.6 12.2 12.6 12.8 12.9 

Pacific
Islands (2.8)

2.8
(3.0)
2.9

(3.2)
3.1

(3.5)
3.2

(3.7)
3.4

(4.0)
3.5

(4.3)
3.7

2.8 2.8 2.9 3.0 ,	 3.1 3.1 3.2



TABU, II. ESTIMATES OF FUTURE POPULATION FOR ALL COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD ("i ,iedium" assumption;
population in thousands)

1950	 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

Northern Africa	 43, 014 46,541 50,450 54,839 59,721 65. 214 71,344

Egypt	 20,393 22,099 23,990 26,118 28,486 31,153 34,133
Libya	 1,124 1,207 1,299 1,402 1,515 1,642 1,783
Algeria	 8,854 9,581 10,388 11,293 12,300 13,434 14,698

Ceuta and Melilla	 140 154 170 187 207 229 254
French Morocco	 7,867 8,462 9,119 9,853 10,667 11,578 12,590
Spanish Morocco	 918 960 1,005 1,053 1,105 1,160 1,219

Spanish West Africa	 80 83 86 89 92 95 98
Tangier	 133 145 158 173 189 208 229
Tunisia	 3,505 3,850 4,235 4,671 5,160 5,715 6,340.

Middle Africa	 1),1 351 148,560 156,137 164,100 172,469 181,265 190,510

Eritrea	 950 1,032 1,121 1,216 1,318 1,427 1,543
Ethiopia	 10,079 10,167 10,239 10,292 10,324 10,332 10,314
Liberia	 1,250 1,267 1,283 1,298 1,311 1,321 1,330

Anglo-Eg.Sudan	 8,678 8,951 9,229 9,513 9,801 10,095 10,392
Angola	 4,125 4,359 4,606 4,867 5,143 5,434 5,742
Belgian Congo	 11,258 11,516 11,771 12,023 12,268 12,507 12,739

Brit. Cameroons	 1,238 1,350 1,471 1,600 1,738 1,897 2,046
Brit. Somaliland	 500 524 550 576 604 633 663
Brit. Togoland	 397 432 470 510 554 600 650

Cape Verdi Islands	 148 156 164 172 181 190 200
French Cameroons	 3,072 3,225 3,387 3,556 3,734 3,921 4,117
French Equat.Afr.	 4,406 4,524 4,642 4,761 4,879 4,997 5,115



TABLE II (Contirued)

(Middle Africa, cont'd)

French Somaliland
French Togoland
French West Africa

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

55
999

17,030

55
1,049

17,944

55
1,101

18,905

54
1,155

19,919

53
1,212

20,986

53
1,272

22,111

51
1,335

23,296
Gambia 287 388 329 353 378 404 432
Gold Coast 3,878 4,225 4,597 4,995 5,422 5,880 6,371
Kenya 5,555 6,o42 6,564 7,124 7,723 8,365 9,053
Madagascar and

Comoro Islands 4,470 4,577 4,684 4,790 4,895 4,997 5,098
Mauritius 481 496 512 528 545 562 579
Mozambique 5,717 6,040 6,381 6,741 7,121 7,522 7,946
Nigeria 29,044 30,857 32,779 34,816 36,977 39,267 41,693
Northern Rhodesia 1,907 2,105 2,319 2,548 2,796 3,062 3,347

w Nyasaland 2,330 2,508 2,698 2,901 3,118 3,350 3,597
H
ON Portug.Guinea 511 547 584 624 666 711 758

Reunion 258 276 295 315 336 359 383
Ruanda-Urundi 3,914 4,029 4,145 4,263 4,382 4,503 4,624
St. Helena 5 6 6 7 7 7 8
Sao Tome and Principe 6o 59 59 59 59 58 57
Seychelles 36 37 39 41 43 45 48
Sierra Leone 2,000 2,061 2,122 2,184 2,247 2,311 2,376
Somaliland (Ital.) 1,235 1,304 1,377 1,454 1,535 1,621 1,711
Southern Rhodesia 2,194 2,472 2,773 3,098 3,41+9 3,828 4,237

Spanish Guinea 197 214 233 253 274 297 322
Tanganyika 7,710 8,203 8,726 9,281 9,870 10,495 11,158
Uganda 5,108 5,362 5,627 5,906 6,199 6,506 6,828

Zanzibar and Pemba 269 281 294 307 321 335 351



TABLE II	 (Continued)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

Southern Africa 13,911 15,483 17,264 19,267 21,541 24,126 27,045

Union of South Africa 12,443 13,932 15,628 17,544 19,721 22,196 24,992
Basutoland 574 586 595 598 602 606 611
Bechuanaland 289 295 299 300 302 304 306

South West Africa 408 451 499 554 614 682 759
Swaziland 197 219 243 271 302 338 377

Northern America 167,976 179,398 190,162 200,050 209,052 216,787 223,074

Canada
United States
Alaska

13,849
153,952

110

14,975
164,230

122

16,066
173,882

135

17,106
182,712

148

18,090
190,712

161

18,980
197,538

173

19,758
203,031

185

W
H
-.1

Bermuda
Greenland

37
23

41
25

46
27

50
28

54
29

59
30

62
31

St. Pierre and 5 5 6 6 6 7 7
Miquelon

Middle America, Mainland 34,562 39,746 45,509 51,880 58,884 66,539 74,856

Costa Rica 800 930 1,078 1,243 1,426 1,630 1,853
El Salvador 1,868 2,076 2,293 2,519 2,752 2,988 3,224
Guatemala 2,802 3,281 3,824 4,436 5,122 5,887 6,733

Honduras 1,428 1,648 1,894 2,167 2,469 2,799 3,161
Mexico 25,706 29,576 33,882 38,644 43,883 49,612 55,841
Nicaragua 1,053 1,194 1,348 1,516 1,695 1,888 2,092

Panama 797 918 1,052 1,201 1,365 1,544 1,740
British Honduras 67 75 83 91 100 109 118
Canal Zone 41 48 55 63 72 82 94



TABLE II (Continued)

1950 1955 1963 1965 1970 1975 1980

Biddle America, Antilles 16,453 18,049 19,872 21,978 24,418 27,226 30,493

Cuba 5,540 6,114 6,772 7,534 8,420 9,442 10,637
Dominican Lepublic 2,116 2,390 2,707 3,078 3,513 4,020 4,619
Haiti 3,112 3,372 3,667 4,005 4,393 4,835 5,345

Bahamas 79 85 92 100 109 120 132
Barbados 209 220 231 244 258 274 290
Guadeloupe 291 300 310 319 329 339 347

Jamaica 1,417 1,548 1,697 1,869 2,068 2,296 2,560
Leewird 11'nds 113 118 124 131 138 145 153
Martinique 274 286 299 314 329 346 363

u) Netherlands Antilles 161
I--'

183 208 237 271 311 359

co. Fuerto Ric ,, 2,207 2,424 2,670 2,956 3,287 3,668 4,112
Trinidad and T-bags 632 690 756 832 919 1,020 1,136

Virgin Islands (U.S.) 26 27 28 29 31 32 34
Windward Islands 276 292 311 330 353 378 406

Trotical Muth America 84,324 94,190 105,304 117,835 131,975 147,944 165,993

Bolivia 3,019 3,188 3,359 3,529 3,695 3,854 3,999
Brazil 52,496 59,076 66,533 74,998 84,608 95,532 107,954
Colombia 11,260 12,599 14,111 15,817 17,747 19,928 22,399

Ecuador 3,331 3,660 4,025 4,428 4,874 5,369 5,918
Peru 8,521 9,330 10,219 11,199 12,279 13,467 14,778
Venezuela 5,032 5,621 6,284 7,031 7,875 8,828 9,905

British Guiana 420 444 470 495 520 544 568
French Guiana 26 26 27 28 29 30 30
Surinam 219 246 276 310 348 392 442



TABLE II (Continued)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

Temperate South America 26,791 29,149 31,510 33,L42 38,143 38,348 40,419

Argentina 17,197 18,931 20,702 22,490 24,292 26,064 27,776
Chile 5,809 6,177 6,522 6,838 7,125 7,125 7,571
Paraguay 1,406 1,496 1,581 1,659 1,730 1,792 1,842

Uruguay 2,377 2,543 2,702 2,852 2,993 3,118 3,227
Falklanc Islands 2 2 3 3 3 3 3

Southwest Apia 61,680 66,059 71,079 76,765 83,290 90,703 99,138

Bahrain 110 112 115 118 122 125 129
Iran 18,772 20,005 21,418 23,015 24,846 26,919 29,267
Iraq 5,100 5,491 5,539 6,448 7,033 7,699 0,457

n_,,
H
'4) Israel 1,258 1,398 1,558 1,741 1,952 2,195 2,473

Jordan 1,269 1,409 1,570 1,754 1,966 2,211 2,490
Kuwait 145 156 168 183 19) 218 239

Lebanon 1,257 1,357 1,471 1,601 1,751 1,921 2,116
AUscat	 ad Oman 550 549 547 544 540 532 524
rnat-4.r 17 17 17 17 17 16 17

Saudi Arabia 4,400 4,591 4,809 5,053 5,32) 5,636 5,977
Syria 3,515 3,025 4,182 4,587 5,053 5,506 6,196
Trucial Oman 76 75 75 74 72 72 71

Turkey 20,935 22,693 24,711 27,003 29,642 32,654 36,091
Yemen 3,000 2,993 2,902 2,965 2,93 2,097 2,049
Aden Colony 100 111 124 136 155 174 196

Aden protectorate 400 425 453 464 521 562 600
Cyprus 405 528 579 636 701 777 663
Falostine (Gaza strip) 291 324 361 404 453 510 575
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1-131.-L; II (Continued)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

Central ,outh Asia 464,178 495,278 530,938 571,820 618,709 673,155 735,758

Afghanistan 10,000 10,371 10,799 11,208 11,042 12,430 13,199
Bhutan 300 312 324 337 353 370 390
Ceylon 7,619 8,336 9,159 10,104 11,193 12,460 13,928

India 362,392 3u7,311 415,864 448,644 486,231 529,888 580,116
iialdlve Islands 85 89 96 103 111 121 132
Nepal 6,600 6,741 6,902 7,005 7,268 7,519 7,770

Pakistan 76,211 81,102 66,707 93,132 100,497 109,044 116,862
French India 334 357 382 412 445 485 530
Portuguese India 637 659 635 715 749 788 831

Mainland Southeast Asia 72,907 79,031 65,828 93,381 101,785 111,149 121,597

Burma 18,489 19,457 20,494 21,605 22,796 24,069 25,431
Indochina 29,500 31,830 34,407 37,261 40,424 43,935 47,838
Thailand 18,673 20,801 23,198 25,900 28,952 32,402 36,309

Yalaya 5,227 5,776 6,392 7,084 7,863 8,741 9,731
8ingu„,ore 1,018 1,167 1,337 1,531 1,750 2,002 2,288

Islands of Southeast Asia 97,942 105,679 114,345 124,064 134,982 147,265 161,108

Indonesia 76,000 81,690 88,461 95,834 104,093 113,363 123,779
Philippines 19,868 21,721 23,806 26,160 28,816 31,621 35,228
Brunei 46 51 56 62 69 77 85

Netherl.New Guinea 700 680 663 648 633 621 612
North Borneo 332 352 374 398 425 454 487
Portuguese Timor 434 422 412 402 394 167 382

Sarawak 562 563 563 560 552 542 535
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TABLE II (Continued)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

Mainland East Asia 539,809 556,543 580,474 611,820 652,200 703, 072 765,645

Mainland China (i.e.
without Formosa) 500,000 513,389 533,265 559,742 594,213 637,897 691,767
Formosa

29,2(4)700
7,476 8,226 10,181 11,459 13,007 14,876

Korea 31,333 34,178 37,602 41,767 46,839 52,983

Mong.Peorde's Rep. 885 924 975 1,040 1,122 1,223 1,348
Hong Kong 2,260 2,465 2,711 3,004 3,359 3,790 4,311
qacao 188 206 226 251 280 316 360

Japan and Ryukyu Islands 83,817 91,361 98,944 106,464 113,810 120,866 127,514

Japan 82,900 90,362 97,862 105,299 112,565 119,544 126,119
Ryukyu Islands 917 999 1,082 1,165 1,245 1,322 1,395

Northern Europe 18,735 19,578 20,400 21,175 21,895 22,574 23,183

jenmark 4,301 4,534 5,764 4,987 5,201 5,407 5,599
Finland 4,009 4,206 4,401 4,586 4,761 4,928 5,081
Iceland 143 154 165 177 188 199 210

Norway 3,265 3,407 3,546 3,676 3,795 3,908 4,008
Sweden 7,017 7,277 7,524 7,749 7,950 8,132 8,285

Mainland, lestern Europe 61,015 63,456 65,867 68,172 70,354 72,394 74,349

Belgium 8,639 8,987 9,330 9,659 9,970 10,261 10,541
France 41,944 43,219 44,443 45,565 46,577 47,468 48,278
Luxembourg 297 309 321 332 343 353 362

Monaco 21 20 20 19 18 17 16
Netherlands 10,114 10,921 11,753 12,597 13,446 14,295 15,152



TABLE II (Continued)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

Islands of Western Europe 53,742 55,086 56,463 57,875 59,322 60,805 62,325

Ireland 2,969 2,944 2,916 2,385 2,851 2,012 2,770
United Kingdom 50,616 51,984 53,388 54,830 56,310 57,830 59,391
Channel Islands 103 106 103 111 114 117 120

Isle of Lan 54 52 51 49 47 46 44

West-Cenral Europe 81,146 84,067 86,925 89,707 92,398 94,985 97,455

Austrf_a 6,935 7,021 7,091 7,144 7,179 7,196 7,194
Germany 68,560 71,211 73,820 76,378 78,869 81,283 83,608
Liechtenstein 14 14 15 15 16 16 17

w
ND

Switzerland 4,694 4,324 4,947 5,063 5,172 5,272 5,363
ND Saar 943 997 1,052 1,107 1,162 1,218 1,273

East-Central Europe 46,477 49,452 52,271 54,885 57,245 59,306 61,026

Czechoslovakia 12,394 13,145 13,850 14,496 15,071 15,563 15,963
Hungary

924,377(3)
9,941 10,545 11,111 11,629 12,090 12,434

Poland 26,366 27,876 29,278 30,545 31,653 32,579

Iberian oeninsala 36,303 37,719 39,115 40,445 41,739 42,949 44,109

Andorra
Portugal

5
8,405

5
8,805

5
9,20,'D

4
9,597

4
9,984

4
10,356

4
10,720

Spain 27,668 28,883 29,873 30,817 31,724 32,562 33,357

Gibraltar 25 26 26 27 27 27 28



TABLE II (Continued)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

Appenine peninsula 46,979 48,576 50,179 51,735 53,235 54,726 56,149

Italy 46,280 47,855 49,436 50,970 52,449 53,920 55,324
San _arino 13 13 13 13 13 13 '12
Vatican 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Malta and (ozo 313 330 348 366 384 403 421
Trieste 372 377 381 385 388 389 391

Balkan peninsula 40,208 51,245 54,371 57,579 60,803 6/,,086 57,418

Albania 1,212 1,266 1,319 1,372 1,422 1,470 1,517
Bulgaria 7,206 7,554 7,901 8,248 8,583 8,913 9,236
Greece 7,393 7,926 8,481 9,056 9,643 10,248 10,869

Romania 16,154 17,106 18,080 19,073 20,063 21,065 22,074
Yugoslavia 16,243 17,393 18,590 1),_30 21,092 22,390 23,722

Eastern Europe (plus
Northern part of Asia) 200,000 215,000 230,265 245,462 260,661 275,800 290,417

I.S.S.R. 200,000 215,000 230,265 245,462 260,681 275,800 290,417

Australia and New
Zealand 10,232 10,989 11,703 12,350 12,939 13,444 13,847

Australia 8,314 8,926 9,503 10,031 10,5002 10,906 11,229
New Zealand 1,918 2,063 2,200 2,327 22,538 2,618

t.)
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TABIE II (Continued)

Pacific Islands

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

2.766 2,907 3,055 3. 211 3 375 3.547 '3.728

American Samoa
Brit. Solon on Islands
Cook Islands

19
100
15

21
102
16

24
104
18

27
104
19

30
109
21

34
no
23

37
112
25

Fiji	 289
French 0ceEnia	 60
Gilbert and Ellice Isl. 38

319
67
40

352
74
42

387
81
44

426 
89
46

465
98
48

508
107
50

Guam
Hawaii
Nauru

28
474

3

31
522

3

35
574

3

.3e
629

4

42
689

4

46
753

4

51
822

5
New Caledonia	 63
New Guinea (Austral.)1,071
New Hebrides	 49

65
1,076

52

68
1,075

55

71
1,074

59

73
1,070

63

7i
1,063

67

79
1,053

71
Niue	 4
Norfolk	 1
Pacific Islands (U.S.)	 55

4
1

55

4
1

54

4
1

54

4
1

53

4
1

52

4
1

50
Papua
Tokelau
Tonga

369
1

48

391
1

53

414
1

59

438
1

65

464
1

71

491
1

78

519
1

86
Western Samoa 79 88 109 121 133 147



Framework for Future Population Estimates, 1950-1980,

by World Regions

United Nations Population Division

Summary

Because of insufficient statistics for many parts of the

world and inadequate knowledge of the factors which determine

changes in rates of population growth, any forecast of world

population is fraught with great hazards. Nevertheless, because

of the wide interest in the subject, attempt to estimate future

populations in every part of the world is made in this paper.

World regions were classified according to prevailing current

trends in birth and death rates, distinguishing five types of

general situations. For each of these five situations, assump-

tions were made concerning the manner in which the current rate

of population growth may change in the future. Starting with the

estimated current rates of growth, the population of each region

was computed, at intervals of five years, by applying the assumed

changes in growth rates up to the year 1980. Three alternative

assumptions representing "high," "medium," and "low" expectations,

resp ectively, were made in each case.

To enable users of these future estimates to re-assemble

es timated future totals in different regional groupings, future

population estimates for individual countries have also been made

by a rough method. The predictive value of the latter estimates

s hould, however , be regarded as rather low.
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The results of the computations are briefly summarized and

related to considerations of past population growth dealt with in

another paper, entitled The Past and Future Population of the

World and its Continents," submitted for the same meeting of the

Conference.
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Donnees generates pour l'estimation des chiffres futurs de 

population pour la periode de 1950 a 1980, 

par regions mondiales• 

Nations Unies Division de la population.

Resume 

Etant donne que, pour nombre de pays, les donnees statisti-

ques sont incompletes et que la connaissance des facteurs qui de-

terminent l'evolution demographique reste encore insuffisante,

est tres hasardeux de faire des previsions demographiques a l'e-

chelle mondiale. Cependant, l'interet que suscite la question a

amene l'auteur du present document a essayer d'estimer les chiffres

des populations futures pour les diverses parties du monde. Les

pays ont ete groupes par regions d'apres les tendances actuelles

des taux de mortalite et de natalite, l'auteur distinguant cinq ca-

tegories principales correspondant a des situations caracteristi-

ques. Pour chaque-categorie, l'auteur a fait des hypotheses sur

les changements possibles du taux d'accroissement de la population

dans l'avenir. En partant de l'evaluatian du taux d'accroissement

actuel, i1 calcule le chiffre de la population de chaque region,

par intervalles de cinq ans, en appliquant les hypotheses sur 1/e-

volution du taux d'accroissement jusqu'en 1980. Il envisage, dans

chaque cas, trois hypotheses correspondant respectivement aux pre-

visions "maximum", "moyennes" et "minimum'.

Pour permettre aux personnes desirant utiliser ces donnees

our etudier d'autres groupes regionaux, de regrouper les chiffres
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d'une facon differente, l'auteur a egalement calcule, par une me-
,

tbode tres approximative, des estimations pour chaque pays pris se

parement. Il convient neanmoins de considerer la valeur prevision-

nelle de ces dernieres estimations comme assez faible.

L'auteur resume brievement les resultats de ses calculs et

rappelle a ce propos ses observations sur l'accroissement de la po-

pulation dans le passe qui font l'objet d'un autre rapport, inti-

tule "Les problemes demographiques sur les differents continents;

etude retrospective et perspectives d'avenir", et redige a l'occa-

sion de la meme conference.
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